Danes Expect Physical Battle With Norwich

By Bob Schenk

Saturday's battle at Memorial Stadium between the 3-3 Cadets and the visiting 1-5 Norwich compete will be anything but a war of words.

Under head coach Dave Stock, the Cadets have worked their way up to national recognition. The team's defensive and special teams units have been key in their success.

But Norwich has第四届 played well this year, with a 1-5 record. They have shown resilience, scoring 10 touchdowns in their five losses.

"For us, it's going to be a physical battle," said Norwich head coach Wayne Ford. "They're strong, they're fast, and they play with a lot of heart."
World Capsules

Nestle Products

INFACT has organized the boycott against all Nestle products.

Anti-American Feelings

INFACT said in a statement broadcast by Tehran radio that it will "destroy in a quick and decisive battle." A Tehran Radio said today that Abadan's situation was "somewhat better" than Khorramshahr.

Iraq Holds Iranian Port

President Kenneth Kaunda, who has just returned from a trip to Iran, said today: "My government will support the Iranian people in any way to help those who deliberately hurt us," said an Iranian official in a statement broadcast by Tehran radio.

Zaire Coup Thwarted

The Zambian government, President Kenneth Kaunda, said today: "The coup was thwarted by the Zambian military, which has been supported by Angola, Mozambique, and Tanzania." The military, which is led by General Jonas Savimbi, has been fighting for independence from Angola.

U.S. Warned on Aid to Iran

MANANA, Jordan (AP) - The United States warned today that it would not provide any financial aid to Iran unless the government of Ayatollah Khomeini agrees to a "meaningful" reduction of its military buildup.
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Women Gain Strength on Campus

by Christine Corn

The SUNYA Women's organization was available in the SUNYA Student Union on March 28th. Present at the meeting were approximately 40 students from the College of Arts and Sciences.

The organization aims to provide support and networking opportunities for women in the academic and professional fields. The goal is to create a community where women can share experiences and resources, fostering a sense of belonging and empowerment.

SA President Gold Visits Washington

In Washington D.C., SUNYA President John E. Gold met with key officials to discuss the importance of university funding and support. During his visit, President Gold highlighted the role of SUNYA in addressing regional and national challenges, emphasizing the institution's commitment to academic excellence and student success.

Middle Earth Plans Draft Counseling and Workshop

by Deborah M. Ross

Middle Earth, SUNYA's Counseling Center, has initiated a new initiative to provide workshops and draft counseling sessions. The programs aim to address mental health issues and promote well-being among students.

The draft counseling sessions will provide an opportunity for students to receive guidance on navigating campus resources and addressing personal concerns. Workshops will cover topics such as stress management, anxiety, and coping strategies.

Theatre Debut in Albany

By James T. O'Connor

The Capital Repertory Theatre, located in Albany, is set to open its season with a production of "Joe Egg." The play, written by Peter Parnell, is acoming-of-age story about a young Cockney girl who becomes pregnant and must navigate the challenges of the 1960s. The production will be directed by John C. Pastore and runs from January 21 through February 12.

Middle Earth's Downtown Campus Draper Complex, site of Page Hall

The Draper Complex includes five or six bedrooms, a common room, and a kitchen. The complex is nestled in the wooded area along the Hudson River, providing a serene living environment for students.

Competition Ferments With Wine Price War

by Alphonse M. Romano

The battle over wine prices has escalated into a full-blown war. Small liquor stores in New York State have launched a series of price-cutting campaigns, aiming to force large stores to lower their prices. As a result, the state has seen a decrease in wine sales.

The war has raised concerns about the impact on the economy and consumer behavior. Small stores argue that they are being squeezed by large retailers, who can offer lower prices due to economies of scale. The state, however, remains committed to protecting the small stores.

The state has implemented a series of regulations to control the market, including price controls and minimum pricing requirements. These measures have been controversial, with some arguing that they stifle competition and harm consumers.

The battle continues to rage, with both sides hoping to emerge victorious in the fight for market share and consumer dollars.
AMIA - WIRA BASKETBALL

Captains and Interest Meeting

Men's Lg 1.2 and Women's

Men's Lg 3 and 4

4:00 BA 364 . 1:00 LC 19

BRING ROSTERS AND BOND MONEY

ROSTERS AND INFORMATION
PE-74

Thursday Oct. 30th
8:30 CC Ballroom

$0.75 JSC; $1.00 Tax; $1.50 without

SA Funded

info call: SJC-7788

Debby 7-7651

ZODIAC NEWS

try suicide for a new life

Diaper Diversion

Why do some kids think their

baby is not loved? What can you

do about it? Get more info on BRODIE call:

BUSES AVAILABLE

RENTALS: $25

THURSDAY NIGHT

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY OR
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SA Funded
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2 Bars inside lodge
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CL COB

FOR MORE INFO ON BOTH CALL STACY 7-1857

SIX WEEK LIFT & LESSON PROGRAMS

LIFT & LESSON: $36
RENTALS: $25
BUSES AVAILABLE
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY OR THURSDAY NIGHT
9 Lit Trails
2 Bars inside lodge

for more info on BRODIE call: Brian 7-8362
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RENTALS: $23.75
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Someone enrolling in the Armed Forces Ski Program will receive a coupon
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Unhappy Loving Couples

P

L

The film is quite good! Despite its predictability, it's hard to take anything foolish in a movie. "I'd love to see the day when home-theaters all use dual-lingual 20-minute versions of 'Jaguar' to accelerate to the other side of stealth mechanism, thereby moving into a new world of cinema."

German Music Scene

S

The stage at J.B.'s was loaded with synthesizers and lights when Ultravox came out tonight at the Palace Theatre; The Grateful Dead will be telecast to Proctors in Schodack on Friday. The audience was an energetic all-female ensemble, and the band showcased almost unbelievably predictable and clear sound. Vocalist Polina's voice was both powerful and clear. However, the band's overall performance was slightly disappointing, with the amplification adding a layer of distortion to the music.

Sounds Of Deutschland

D

Fingerpintz, Angel City

The music of revelation, electric guitar and bass, and the use of synthesizers and keyboards have made a significant impact on the German music scene. The band Fingerpintz, along with their latest release, has broken through on the American music scene, and in
d

Strange Bands, Changed Bands

T

Daimond Quinn

The energy and emotion that these two bands bring to the stage is truly captivating. The audience is left speechless by the powerful and passionate performances of Fingerpintz and Angel City.
Reagan Defended

Jeffrey Shapiro

On October 12, there appeared an editorial article, in this space, by Mr. David Priebe, reiterating my arguments and asking me about Ronald Reagan. Company to what Mr. Priebe seems to believe, however, should not be given Governor Reagan his high advanced symmetry of opening words. Rather, I welcome attack. Mostly because I find his arguments, especially with regard to the issue of the future of communism, something that is very much in the mind of the American people. It is sometimes difficult to understand how Mr. Priebe feels that his views are much the same as mine. I believe that the future of communism is in the hands of the people, and not the government. What is the real issue? Mr. Priebe seems to believe, however, neither I nor the government understand their positions. Many of these can be found in the works of Karl Marx, who is a great writer and thinker. If we refuse to recognize the difference between good and evil, if we go so far as to say that the government should not be involved, we are dangerous. To believe that the government should not be involved is to believe that we should not have a free press.

If we do not take into consideration the work of President Carter and the future of communism, we will be left with nothing. I believe that the only place for the government is in the United States. I believe that the government should be strong and should not be afraid to take decisive action.

Mr. Priebe also wants to think that his views are the same as mine. I think that the only way to understand his views is to look at his work. I believe that his work is not very good. I believe that he is not very careful. I believe that he is not very fair. I believe that he is not very intelligent. I believe that he is not very argumentative. I believe that he is not very important.

But I believe that the government should be strong and should not be afraid to take decisive action. The government should be in the United States. The government should not be afraid to take decisive action.

And how do I feel about the U.S. in the future? I believe that the United States should be strong and should not be afraid to take decisive action. The United States should be strong and should not be afraid to take decisive action.

Mr. Carter's contention that "we cannot allow the government to be in the United States" is a beacon of hope for much of the Middle East in 32 years. The United States should be strong and should not be afraid to take decisive action. The United States should be strong and should not be afraid to take decisive action.

To the Editor: On October 17, there appeared an editorial article, in this space, by Mr. David Priebe, reiterating my arguments and asking me about Ronald Reagan. Company to what Mr. Priebe seems to believe, however, should not be given Governor Reagan his high advanced symmetry of opening words. Rather, I welcome attack. Mostly because I find his arguments, especially with regard to the issue of the future of communism, something that is very much in the mind of the American people. It is sometimes difficult to understand how Mr. Priebe feels that his views are much the same as mine. I believe that the future of communism is in the hands of the people, and not the government. What is the real issue? Mr. Priebe seems to believe, however, neither I nor the government understand their positions. Many of these can be found in the works of Karl Marx, who is a great writer and thinker. If we refuse to recognize the difference between good and evil, if we go so far as to say that the government should not be involved, we are dangerous. To believe that the government should not be involved is to believe that we should not have a free press.

If we do not take into consideration the work of President Carter and the future of communism, we will be left with nothing. I believe that the only place for the government is in the United States. I believe that the government should be strong and should not be afraid to take decisive action.

Mr. Priebe also wants to think that his views are the same as mine. I think that the only way to understand his views is to look at his work. I believe that his work is not very good. I believe that he is not very careful. I believe that he is not very fair. I believe that he is not very intelligent. I believe that he is not very argumentative. I believe that he is not very important.

But I believe that the government should be strong and should not be afraid to take decisive action. The government should be in the United States. The government should not be afraid to take decisive action.

And how do I feel about the U.S. in the future? I believe that the United States should be strong and should not be afraid to take decisive action. The United States should be strong and should not be afraid to take decisive action.

Michael Priebe

Mr. Priebe also wants to think that his views are the same as mine. I think that the only way to understand his views is to look at his work. I believe that his work is not very good. I believe that he is not very careful. I believe that he is not very fair. I believe that he is not very intelligent. I believe that he is not very argumentative. I believe that he is not very important.

But I believe that the government should be strong and should not be afraid to take decisive action. The government should be in the United States. The government should not be afraid to take decisive action.

And how do I feel about the U.S. in the future? I believe that the United States should be strong and should not be afraid to take decisive action. The United States should be strong and should not be afraid to take decisive action.
Tuesday begins
STOP week!!!!!!!!!!!!
check it out

Typist Needed
Albany Student Press

- Convenient Campus Center location
- Easy-going atmosphere
- The job isn’t great, but it ain’t bad either
- Day shifts open
- Speed is not essential, but we need accuracy

Call 458-2139 if interested.

fill out a Gay and Lesbian Alliance survey in the CC lobby or around the podium
Thursday- 8pm Rock 'n Roll and the Vietnam War- A Rock-urnentary
SA Funded

Friday- 8pm David Bromberg- Recorded Live

GRADUATION

you* time afte* SPty^V®^?
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi
Numerous graduate schools
will be represented
Tuesday, October 28, 1980
Campus Center Ballroom

WONDERING ABOUT
YOUR LIFE AFTER PUNKBAL?

Graduation comes fast
Be prepared
 Attend the First Annual

GRAD-DAY

Numerous graduate schools
will be represented
Tuesday, October 28, 1980
10:00 am to 4:00 pm
Campus Center Ballroom
Sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi

JSC Hillel presents:
Arthur Kurzweil
an author and leading expert on
Jewish Genocide

Speaking on:
From Generation to
Generation: How to trace your
Jewish Roots

Tomorrow 8:00

SA Funded

GET INVOLVED
You Are Not An Innocent Bystander...

STUDENT ASSOCIATION

The following positions are still available:

* Program End Committees
* Fell Students Branch Committees
* Rand Transportation Directors
* D Uphill Housing Board
* C p/s Departmental Affairs

Pick up applications in the SA Office,
Oct. 29

MALCOLM X

DEPARTMENTAL RECEPTIONS FOR FRESHMEN &
UNDERGRADUATES

co-sponsored by Dean for Undergraduate Studies and Dean for Student Affairs

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1980
College of Humanities & Fine Arts
Receptions 3 to 5 p.m.
In Maudslay Lounge

ART
MEMBERS FROM THE HUMANITIES

CLASSES
MEMBERS FROM THE HUMANITIES

ENGLISH
PRINCIPAL

HISTORIC & ITALIAN STUDIES
SLAVIC LANGUAGES

PHYSICAL & COMMUNICATION
CHINESE LANGUAGES

SCIENCE
Linguistics

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1980

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Chris House & Roper's

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE
Roper's

TEACHER EDUCATION
Teacher Education Information Day

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1980

History Department & Phi Alpha Theta (History Honorary)

UPPER FLOOR- Reception
Cafe Day Reception

SELEBRATION

Andy's

SPRTS MADNESS
PARTY SALE!
FRIDAY
HALLOWEEN NIGHT
OCTOBER 31st
6 P.M. TO 10 P.M.

IN TROY

ON SALE WITH OVER 1000 ITEMS

IN LATHAM

ON SALE WITH OVER 1000 ITEMS

ANDY'S INC, OF TROY
J. Four South St.
273-7255

ANDY'S OF LATHAM INC.
R. Latham, N.Y.
765-5087

EXPERIENCED
BAR HELP
WANTED

SUNY students preferred
457-4623
between 9-5:30
Monday-Thursday

Colonial Cleaners

Professional Dry Cleaners
50 Percent Discount
with Student ID

ITT'S APARTMENT Move, N.Y. (Units & Bdx)

if you live in Nassau-Queens
and are going home for the weekend before
elections
Karen Burnside

needs your help in her
fight for a
congressional seat.

for further information
call 458-5716

ATTENTION
COMMUNITY SERVICE
STUDENTS

NYPIRG

WANTED

Third year students interested in political reform and social
issues and organizing for
student run research and
Albany, a nonpartisan
students for next semester
looking for dedicated
457-4623

NYPIRG at SUNY
Albany, a nonpartisan student-run research and advocacy organization, is looking for dedicated students for next semester's work on research projects and organizing for political and social
change.

If interested, call Cheryl for an interview at 457-4623
I suggest Raquel Welch? We need your suggestions! Please fill in the HEALTH & RACQUET CLUB

TOWER EAST CINEMA

Thurs., Oct. 30th

FRENCH POSTCARD

Fri. & Sat.

Oct 31st & Nov. 1st

THE ONION FIELD

CALL TODAY 659-7888 TOWER EAST MANAGER COLONIAL, N.Y.

CALL TODAY 418-3140

$1.00 with TOWER EAST CARD

$1.50 without

LC-7: 7:30 & 10:00pm

(coming Nov 6 - The Odd Couple)

The Class Of 1981 Needs A Guest Speaker For Graduation!!

Raquel Welch?

Richard Nixon?

Bozo the Clown?

We need your suggestions! Please fill in and drop off in Class of 1981 mailbox in SA office.

The Albany State and Plattsmouth women's cross country teams both showed a great performance this Saturday, but the weather was really the major factor. The temperature was 42 degrees, and it was raining steadily. The officials were trying to make a decision as to whether to cancel the meet or not. Finally, they decided to let it continue.
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Siena Grabs Top Prize In Albany Invitational

In Michael Caruso's 17th year as head coach of the Siena men's cross country team, the Saints captured the top prize at the Albany Invitational. Caruso has been with the program since its inception in 1976.

The Saints, who are currently ranked 20th in the nation, finished first in the six-team meet. Siena's time of 2:21:18 was well ahead of the second-place finisher, St. Francis, who finished in 2:28:14.

Caruso said, "The weather was perfect, and we were able to run our best race of the season. The team has been working hard all season, and it paid off today."
Dane Offense Shut Down By Emotional Norwich
69 Yard Punt Return, Ineffective Wishbone Lead To 13-0 Defeat

by Bob Bodosick

NORTHFIELD, VT. — The difference in the game was the sloppiness and lack of control of the Danes. This was the first game of the season and the Danes exploded after starting with a 13-0 lead in the second quarter.

The Danes moved the ball on a 69-yard punt return by Jimmie Carrick, who returned the ball to the Norfolk 2-yard line. On the next play, Johnnie McLaughlin scored on a 2-yard run, giving the Danes a 13-0 lead in the first quarter.

In the second quarter, the Danes continued to dominate, scoring on a 25-yard pass from McLaughlin to Harris. The Danes then added a field goal from Frank Phillips, giving them a 22-0 lead at halftime.

The Danes scored again in the third quarter on a 33-yard run by McLaughlin. The Danes then put the game out of reach with a 25-yard field goal from Phillips, giving them a 35-0 lead at the end of the third quarter.

In the fourth quarter, the Danes scored again on a 20-yard pass from McLaughlin to Harris. The Danes then added a field goal from Phillips, giving them a 42-0 lead at the end of the fourth quarter.

The Danes scored again on a 25-yard pass from McLaughlin to Harris in the fifth quarter. The Danes added another field goal from Phillips, giving them a 48-0 lead at the end of the fifth quarter.

In the sixth quarter, the Danes scored again on a 25-yard pass from McLaughlin to Harris. The Danes added another field goal from Phillips, giving them a 54-0 lead at the end of the sixth quarter.

In the seventh quarter, the Danes scored again on a 25-yard pass from McLaughlin to Harris. The Danes added another field goal from Phillips, giving them a 60-0 lead at the end of the seventh quarter.

In the eighth quarter, the Danes scored again on a 25-yard pass from McLaughlin to Harris. The Danes added another field goal from Phillips, giving them a 66-0 lead at the end of the eighth quarter.

In the ninth quarter, the Danes scored again on a 25-yard pass from McLaughlin to Harris. The Danes added another field goal from Phillips, giving them a 72-0 lead at the end of the ninth quarter.

In the tenth quarter, the Danes scored again on a 25-yard pass from McLaughlin to Harris. The Danes added another field goal from Phillips, giving them a 78-0 lead at the end of the tenth quarter.

In the eleventh quarter, the Danes scored again on a 25-yard pass from McLaughlin to Harris. The Danes added another field goal from Phillips, giving them an 84-0 lead at the end of the eleventh quarter.

In the twelfth quarter, the Danes scored again on a 25-yard pass from McLaughlin to Harris. The Danes added another field goal from Phillips, giving them a 90-0 lead at the end of the twelfth quarter.

The game ended with the Danes leading 90-0.